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Abstract. We investigate the dissolution process of star clusters embedded in an external tidal
field and harboring a subsystem of stellar-mass black hole. For this purpose we analyzed the
MOCCA models of real star clusters contained in the Mocca Survey Database I. We showed
that the presence of a stellar-mass black hole subsystem in tidally filling star cluster can lead to
abrupt cluster dissolution connected with the loss of cluster dynamical equilibrium. Such cluster
dissolution can be regarded as a third type of cluster dissolution mechanism. We additionally
argue that such a mechanism should also work for tidally under-filling clusters with a top-heavy
initial mass function.
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1. Introduction
There are generally two types of cluster dissolution mechanisms discussed in the liter-
ature. One, slow, connected with relaxation-driven mass loss, and second, abrupt, con-
nected with stellar evolution mass loss (e.g., Contenta et al. 2015). Fukushige & Heggie
(1995) attributed the final abrupt cluster dissolution to the loss of dynamical equilibrium
within the cluster. In such a situation, the cluster will not undergo core collapse. Many
authors pointed out additional physical processes (apart from relaxation or stellar evo-
lution), which can influence the way in which a cluster is dissolved. In the 90s, Chernoff
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& Weinberg (1990) showed that star cluster structure, and the tidal field of a parent
galaxy have a very strong influence on cluster evolution and its dissolution time. This
was a seminal study, which later resulted in many more detailed papers discussing the
final state of star clusters. It was shown that several other factors can also influence the
lifetime of star clusters, such as: crossing time-scale (Whitehead et al. 2013), primordial
binary population (Tanikawa & Fukushige 2009), type of the Galactic orbit (Baumgardt
& Makino 2003), the form of the Galactic potential and tidal shocking (Gnedin & Os-
triker 1997), and the properties of dark remnants retained in star clusters (Banerjee &
Kroupa 2011 and Contenta et al. 2015). Inspired by those works, we decided to look at
the cluster dissolution process in the models from the MOCCA Survey Database I (Askar
et al. 2017), models of real star clusters simulated by the MOCCA code (Giersz et al.
2013 and Hypki & Giersz 2013). We introduced a third mechanism for cluster dissolution,
which operates in tidally filling star clusters harboring a black hole subsystem (BHS).
The physical processes responsible for the abrupt cluster dissolution are connected with
strong energy generation in dynamical interactions between black holes (BH) and BH-
BH binaries (BBHs) and strong cluster tidal stripping. The details of the third cluster
dissolution mechanism are described by Giersz et al. (2019). Here, we will only provide
short a summary and point out for the most important ingredients of the process of
cluster dissolution.
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Figure 1. Evolution of the fraction of cluster bound mass as a function of time for the MOCCA
tidally filling models with King parameter, W0, and different number of stars, N , tidal radii,
Rt, mass FALLBACK ON or OFF. N-body model for N = 100000 is depicted with thick black
line. Description of models and lines are given inside the figure.
2. Results
Cluster dissolution powered by stellar evolution mass loss coupled with strong cluster
expansion and overflow of the tidal radius, Rt, is characterized by the abrupt loss of
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equilibrium and very fast dissolution. Usually, such clusters do not enter the core col-
lapse phase of evolution. Dynamical evolution of models which are more concentrated
is controlled by the relaxation process, not by stellar evolution mass loss. They evolve
much more slowly and can enter the core collapse phase, provided that the relaxation
was fast enough. The third cluster dissolution mechanism is a mixture of the above two
processes - cluster enters the core collapse and post-collapse phases of evolution, and yet
undergoes the abrupt final dissolution. The cluster core collapse is connected with strong
mass segregation and BHS formation, and is followed, for usually a few Gyrs, by the
balanced evolution between the BHS and the rest of the cluster (Breen & Heggie 2013),
and then abrupt dissolution.
Fig. 1 shows evolution of clusters which can form BHS (SNe kick velocities are reduced
by mass fallback according to Belczynski et al. (2002) prescription) and clusters which
do not form BHS because of high SNe kick velocities. Models have different numbers
of objects, different tidal radii and binary fractions. Additionally, it shows an N-body
model† to check if MOCCA models properly account for the final stages of the cluster
evolution. The N-body model shows a very similar shape of abrupt cluster dissolution
as the MOCCA models, which clearly confirms that the abrupt dissolution of clusters
observed in the MOCCA simulations are real features of cluster evolution.
It is clear from Fig.1 that the abrupt dissolution does not depend on the global cluster
properties, like tidal radius, cluster concentration, binary fraction or number of objects.
They only determine the speed of the cluster evolution, as the relaxation time scale
directly depends on those parameters. Generally, the larger the number of objects or
the larger the binary fraction or the smaller the cluster concentration, the longer the
abrupt dissolution time. It is worth pointing out that the observed behavior of cluster
dissolution happens only for tidally filling models (the ratio between tidal and half-mass
radii is typically about 7 for King model with W0 = 6), models which do not have the
room to freely expand. This, together with the fact that BHS is present until the final
stages of cluster dissolution suggests that BHS and strong tidal stripping have a crucial
role in destroying the balanced cluster evolution and lead to abrupt cluster dissolution
connected with the loss of cluster dynamical equilibrium.
As it is clearly shown by Giersz et al. (2019) cluster dissolution is connected with the
decoupling of the BHS from the rest of the cluster and the loss of dynamical equilibrium
by other objects. Luminous objects become hot and expand. BHS stops to collapse further
and slowly starts to expand and disrupts itself like an isolated cluster. This picture
further supports the evolution of the escape velocity and the escape rate for tidally filing
models. The cluster is constantly tidally stripping, but the internal cluster structure is
not strongly changing, so the escape velocity becomes smaller and smaller, and more
and more objects can be kicked out from the cluster. The positive feedback between
strong energy generation, high flow of escaping stars, decreasing escape velocity and
enhanced tidal stripping leads finally to the loss of cluster dynamical equilibrium and
abrupt dissolution.
The above described third mechanism of cluster dissolution is universal and should
work for all clusters which harbor BHSs to the end of their life, and are exposed to a
strong tidal field, regardless of the initial cluster structure or surrounding environment.
† N-body simulation was done by Long Wang with the use of the Nbody6++GPU code (Wang
et al. 2015) with initial conditions exactly the same as for the MOCCA model
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3. Conclusions
Tidally filling clusters with BHS in the center can show abrupt dissolution, provided
that the initial King concentration parameter is moderate and BHS can survive until
cluster death. The dissolution is controlled by a strong energy generation in dynamical
interactions inside the BHS and strong tidal stripping, which leads finally to sudden
loss of dynamical equilibrium and decoupling of BHS from the rest of the cluster. Such
mechanism should operate also for tidally under-filling clusters with top-heavy initial
mass functions.
Just before the abrupt dissolution the cluster will look like a ’dark cluster’ as described
by Banerjee & Kroupa (2011), which is a different kind of ’dark cluster’, which harbors
an IMBH with mass comparable to the cluster total mass (Askar et al. 2017).
The fast dissolution of massive, tidally filling clusters can have strong influence on the
estimated rate of BH-BH mergers from GCs. If clusters are born tidally filling and close
to the Galactic center, then we can expect a lot of free floating BHs in the Galactic Bulge.
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